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We discuss the post-Newtonian limit of multimetric gravity theories with N ≥ 2 metric
tensors and a corresponding number of standard model copies, and construct an extension
of the parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism. This extended formalism allows
a characterization of multimetric gravity theories by a set of constant parameters. The
multimetric PPN parameters we derive are a superset of the standard PPN parameters,
which have been measured using high-precision experiments in the solar system. We apply
our formalism to a class of theories which we previously discussed in the context of cosmology
and gravitational waves, and which feature an accelerating expansion of the universe. A
comparison between our results and the measured PPN parameters shows that multimetric
gravity is fully compatible with solar system observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this article we continue our discussion of multimetric gravity theories with N ≥ 2 metric
tensors gIab and a corresponding number of standard model copies ϕ
I [1–4]. These theories have
been constructed such that each standard model copy couples to only one of the metric tensors, and
the interaction between the different standard model copies is mediated only by a coupling of the
different metrics. It then follows that each matter type ϕI appears dark to observers constituted
by a different matter type ϕJ , i.e., it cannot be observed by other means than its gravitational
interaction. In particular we are interested in theories with a Newtonian limit in which gravity
is attractive within each of the matter sectors, but repulsive of equal strength between different
standard model copies. While this is not possible in the bimetric case N = 2 [1], it leads to
an accelerating expansion of the universe that naturally becomes small at late times for N ≥ 3
metrics [2]. Our aim is to further test the predictions of our repulsive gravity models using high-
precision experiments in the solar system. For this purpose we here construct an extension of the
parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism [5–9] to multimetric gravity theories. In earlier
work we have already constructed a simple extension of the PPN formalism to linearized multimetric
∗
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2gravity [3]. We now extend this formalism to the full, non-linear, post-Newtonian level.
The post-Newtonian limit of several gravity theories with more than one metric tensor has been
previously discussed. This includes bimetric theories in which only one metric is dynamical, while
the second metric is a fixed background [10, 11], and which possibly include further dynamical
gravitational fields, such as vectors [12, 13] or a rank two tensor which algebraically determines the
metric [14]. Theories of this type have been analyzed using the standard PPN formalism [7, 15].
A different type of bimetric theories, in which both metrics are dynamical, has become known as
bigravity [16, 17]. These theories are closely connected to covariant theories of massive gravity,
where a second metric is required in order to construct a covariant mass term, and have received
recent attention since a class of them has been shown to be ghost free; see [18] for the ghost
problem of massive gravity and [19–26] for ghost free theories. The post-Newtonian limit of such
theories has been studied in an extended version of the standard PPN formalism [27]. However,
these bigravity theories are in general different from the multimetric gravity theories we consider
here: they contain only one copy of standard model matter, which couples to one of the metric
tensors, or to both metrics as in [28, 29]. In contrast, we here consider theories where each metric
governs the dynamics of a different standard model copy. Theories of this type have been studied,
e.g., in the bimetric case [30, 31], using a third metric [32] or using additional tensor fields that
mediate the gravitational interaction between different standard model copies [33]. We do not
consider additional fields besides the metrics and matter fields in this article.
A generic property of theories in which the dynamics of different matter types is governed by
different metrics is a breaking of the weak equivalence principle, which states that all freely falling
test masses follow the same trajectories, independent of their mass and composition. Indeed the
universality of free fall is clearly violated if test masses constituted by different matter types
follow the geodesics of different metrics. One might therefore argue that theories of these type
would be non-viable, since the weak equivalence principle has been shown to hold in high-precision
experiments, see e.g. [8, 9, 34–39] and the recent focus issue Vol. 29, Number 18 of Classical
and Quantum Gravity [40]. However, these experiments test the weak equivalence principle only
for the visible copy of standard model matter, which is observable through its non-gravitational
interaction. This opens the possibility that test masses constituted by additional, dark standard
model copies follow different trajectories. In this article we therefore consider only theories which
obey the experimentally verified universality of free fall for visible matter, and allow different free
fall trajectories only for dark test masses, which are not accessible to laboratory experiments.
The PPN formalism, which in its standard form characterizes gravity theories with a single
3metric by a set of ten parameters, has evolved to an important testbed for gravitational theories.
Solar system experiments have placed tight bounds on the PPN parameters, see e.g. [8, 9, 41–46].
Gravity theories whose parameters exceed these bounds are therefore experimentally excluded.
This standard version of the PPN formalism can in principle also be applied to multimetric gravity
theories of the type we discuss here, in which one metric and one standard model copy govern the
dynamics of the solar system. However, it turns out that the metrics in the post-Newtonian limit
of multimetric gravity theories may be of a more general form than the standard PPN metric, so
that new PPN potentials must be introduced. It is the primary aim of this article to augment
the standard PPN formalism with these additional PPN potentials, and correspondingly with
additional PPN parameters, whose values are accessible to solar system experiments. Another aim
of this article is to further augment the standard PPN formalism to also describe the gravitational
interaction between different standard model copies in the post-Newtonian limit. An extension of
this type allows, for example, to study the deflection of visible light by dark galaxies. In this article
we present an extension of the standard PPN formalism which accomplishes both of these aims.
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of this extended formalism we apply it to a generic class of
multimetric theories. A comparison of the calculated and measured values of the PPN parameters
then enables us to use their bounds as a strong viability test for multimetric gravity.
The outline of this article is as follows. In section II we give a concise definition of the multimetric
gravity theories we discuss here. We then derive their post-Newtonian limit in section III, and
thereby construct an extension of the parameterized post-Newtonian formalism to multimetric
gravity. We elaborate on the relation between between our newly developed formalism and the
standard PPN formalism in section IV. In particular we relate the multimetric PPN parameters
to the standard PPN parameters, which are accessible to experiments in the solar system. We
explicitly calculate these PPN parameters for a general multimetric gravity theory in section V. In
section VI we apply this general formalism to two concrete gravity theories, before we end with a
conclusion in section VII.
II. MULTIMETRIC GRAVITY
The starting point of our construction is a concise definition of the multimetric gravity theories
to which our extended version of the PPN formalism will apply. Our primary aim is to apply it
to the theories we have discussed in earlier works [1–4]. Their properties can be summarized using
the following set of assumptions:
4(i) The field content is given by N ≥ 2 copies ϕ1, . . . , ϕN of standard model matter and a
corresponding number of metric tensors g1ab, . . . , g
N
ab.
(ii) The dynamics are governed by a diffeomorphism invariant action of the type
S = SG[g
1, . . . , gN ] +
N∑
I=1
SM [g
I , ϕI ] , (1)
where SM denotes the standard model action.
(iii) The field equations are obtained by variation with respect to the metrics g1ab, . . . , g
N
ab, and so
are a set of symmetric two-tensor equations of the form KIab = 8πGNT
I
ab.
(iv) The geometry tensor KIab contains at most second derivatives of the metric, which can be
achieved by a suitable choice of the gravitational action (1).
(v) The vacuum solution is given by a set of flat metrics gIab = ηab.
Assumption (ii) implies that each standard model copy ϕI couples only to its corresponding metric
tensor gIab. This ensures that the dynamics and causality of each standard model copy are governed
by a single metric. It further ensures that the interaction between the different standard model
copies is mediated only through gravity, so that they appear mutually dark. Variation of the
gravitational action SG with respect to the metrics g
I
ab then yields the geometry tensors K
I
ab, while
variation of the matter action SM yields the usual energy-momentum tensors T
I
ab, as stated in
assumption (iii). Assumption (iv) is a technical requirement, which we use here in order to restrict
the possible terms that may appear in the post-Newtonian limit. We further exclude cosmological
constants by assumption (v).
We will make use of these assumptions throughout the following sections. In particular we will
discuss which restrictions we obtain on the post-Newtonian limit of multimetric gravity theories.
We will derive this limit in the following section.
III. MULTIMETRIC PPN FORMALISM
We are now able to derive the post-Newtonian limit of a multimetric gravity theory satisfying
assumptions (i)–(v) displayed in the preceding section, and construct an extension to the param-
eterized post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism detailed in [7]. The starting point of our construction
will be a post-Newtonian expansion of the metrics gIab, and thus the geometry side of the gravita-
tional field equations, as shown in section IIIA. A corresponding expansion of the matter side of
5the field equations will be performed in section IIIB. We then elaborate on various properties of
the PPN metrics. In particular, we will discuss issues related to gauge invariance in section IIIC
and calculate its behavior under Lorentz transformations in section IIID.
A. Post-Newtonian metric
A basic ingredient of the PPN formalism is a perturbative expansion of the metrics gIab in orders
of the velocity ~v of the source matter in a given frame of reference. Using assumption (v) this is a
weak field approximation around the flat vacuum metric ηab in Cartesian coordinates (x
a) = (t, ~x),
gIab = ηab + h
I
ab = ηab + h
I(1)
ab + h
I(2)
ab + h
I(3)
ab + h
I(4)
ab , (2)
where each term h
I(n)
ab is of order |~v|n ≡ O(n). In order to describe the motion of test bod-
ies in the lowest post-Newtonian approximation an expansion up to the fourth velocity order
O(4) is sufficient. A detailed analysis shows that not all components of the metric pertur-
bations need to be expanded to the fourth velocity order, while others vanish due to Newto-
nian energy conservation or time reversal symmetry. In the following we list only the rele-
vant, non-vanishing components of the metric perturbations. These are written in terms of
the so-called PPN potentials χI ,W I±,ΦIp,Φ
I
Π,Ω
I
1,Ω
I
2,Ψ
IJ
1 , . . . ,Ψ
IJ
7 and constant PPN parameters
αIJ , γIJ , θIJ , σIJ± , φ
IJ
p , φ
IJ
Π , ω
IJ
1 , ω
IJ
2 , ψ
IJK
1 , . . . , ψ
IJK
7 as
h
I(2)
00 = −
N∑
J=1
αIJ△χJ , (3a)
h
I(2)
αβ =
N∑
J=1
(
2θIJχJ,αβ − (γIJ + θIJ)△χJδαβ
)
, (3b)
h
I(3)
0α =
N∑
J=1
(
σIJ+ W
J+
α + σ
IJ
− W
J−
α
)
, (3c)
h
I(4)
00 =
N∑
J=1
(
φIJp Φ
J
p + φ
IJ
Π Φ
J
Π +
2∑
A=1
ωIJA Ω
J
A
)
+
N∑
J,K=1
7∑
A=1
ψIJKA Ψ
JK
A . (3d)
The spacetime dependent post-Newtonian potentials appearing in the metric above are Poisson-
like integrals over the source matter distribution, which is assumed to be a perfect fluid with rest
energy density ρI , velocity vIα, internal energy density ρ
IΠI and pressure pI for each matter type
I = 1, . . . , N . The velocity orders assigned to these quantities are ρI ∼ O(2) and ρIΠI , pI ∼ O(4),
based on their values in the solar system. The potentials are then given by the “superpotential”
χI(t, ~x) = −
∫
ρI(t, ~x′)|~x− ~x′|d3x′ , (4)
6the vector potentials
W±Iα (t, ~x) =
∫
ρI(t, ~x′)
(
vIα(t, ~x
′)
|~x− ~x′| ±
(xα − x′α)
[
~vI(t, ~x′) · (~x− ~x′)]
|~x− ~x′|3
)
d3x′ , (5)
the pressure and internal energy
ΦIp(t, ~x) =
∫
pI(t, ~x′)
|~x− ~x′| d
3x′ , ΦIΠ(t, ~x) =
∫
ρI(t, ~x′)ΠI(t, ~x′)
|~x− ~x′| d
3x′ , (6)
the kinetic energy
ΩI1(t, ~x) =
∫
ρI(t, ~x′)vI
2
(t, ~x′)
|~x− ~x′| d
3x′ , ΩI2(t, ~x) =
∫
ρI(t, ~x′)
[
~vI(t, ~x′) · (~x− ~x′)]2
|~x− ~x′|3 d
3x′ , (7)
and the non-linear potentials, which can most conveniently be defined by their double Laplacians
△△ΨIJ1 = △χI△△△χJ , △△ΨIJ2 = χI,αβ△△χJ,αβ , △△ΨIJ3 = △χI,α△△χJ,α ,
△△ΨIJ4 = χI,αβγ△χJ,αβγ , △△ΨIJ5 = △△χI△△χJ , (8)
△△ΨIJ6 = △χI,αβ△χJ,αβ , △△ΨIJ7 = χI,αβγδχJ,αβγδ .
with △ = ∂α∂α. Here we have chosen units in which the Newtonian gravitational constant takes
the value GN = 1. We further assume that the gravitational field is quasi-static, so that changes
are only induced by the motion of the source matter. Time derivatives ∂0 of all quantities are
therefore weighted with an additional velocity order O(1).
The PPN parameters αIJ , γIJ , θIJ , σIJ± , φ
IJ
p , φ
IJ
Π , ω
IJ
1 , ω
IJ
2 , ψ
IJK
1 , . . . , ψ
IJK
7 are characteristic for
the concrete multimetric gravity theory under consideration. They can be determined from a
perturbative solution of the gravitational field equations. We will provide this solution in section V.
B. Matter content
As already mentioned in the preceding section we assume the source matter to be a perfect
fluid with rest energy density ρI , velocity vIα, internal energy density ρ
IΠI and pressure pI for
each matter type I = 1, . . . , N . Under this assumption the components of the energy-momentum
tensors T Iab, which enter the field equations as stated in assumption (iii), take the form
T I00 = ρ
I
(
1 + ΠI + vI
2
+
N∑
J=1
αIJ△χJ
)
+O(6) , (9a)
T I0α = −ρIvIα +O(5) , (9b)
T Iαβ = ρ
IvIαv
I
β + p
Iδαβ +O(6) . (9c)
7We further note that energy and momentum are covariantly conserved, ∇IaT I ab = 0, where ∇I
denotes the Levi-Civita connection of gIab. This is the case for any type of matter ϕ
I whose dynamics
is governed by a diffeomorphism invariant action SM [g
I , ϕI ], as required by our assumption (ii). We
can decompose the conservation equation into time and space components and insert the perfect
fluid energy momentum tensor (9). From this we obtain
0 = ∇IaT I a0 = ρI,0 + (ρIvIα),α +O(5) , (10a)
0 = ∇IaT I aα = ρI
dvIα
dt
+ pI,α +
1
2
ρI
N∑
J=1
αIJ△χJ,α +O(6) . (10b)
The first equation is simply the continuity equation, while the second equation corresponds to the
Eulerian equation of motion for a perfect fluid, adapted to multimetric gravity. They are helpful for
deriving relations between the different PPN potentials. From the continuity equation we obtain
χI,0α =W
−I
α , χ
I
,00 = Ω
I
2 +Ω
I
3 − ΩI1 , (11)
where we have introduced
ΩI3(t, ~x) =
∫
ρI(t, ~x′)(~x− ~x′)
|~x− ~x′| ·
d~vI(t, ~x′)
dt
d3x′ . (12)
Note that ΩI3 is not a separate PPN potential. Using the Eulerian equation of motion we find
ΩI3 =
1
2
N∑
J=1
αIJ
(
ΨJI3 +Ψ
IJ
5
)− 2ΦIp , (13)
which shows that ΩI3 can be expressed in terms of other PPN potentials. We will make use of these
relations in the following sections.
C. Gauge transformations
Assumption (iii) on the class of multimetric gravity theories we consider in this article states
that the field equations are obtained by variation from an action, which is invariant under dif-
feomorphisms according to assumption (ii). It thus follows that also the field equations and its
solutions are diffeomorphism invariant. Every diffeomorphism is generated by a vector field ξ and
changes tensor fields by their Lie derivatives. For the metric tensors we thus find
δξg
I
ab = (LξgI)ab = 2∇I(aξb) . (14)
Since we consider only a particular class of post-Newtonian solutions in this article, which are
given by the perturbation ansatz (2) and the metric perturbations (3), we will consider only
8diffeomorphisms which leave the structure of the perturbation ansatz and the expansion in terms
of PPN potentials invariant. This is the case only if the vector field ξ itself can be written in terms
of the PPN potentials. It turns out that the only possible and relevant choice for ξ is given by
ξ0 =
N∑
I=1
λI1χ
I
,0 , ξα =
N∑
I=1
λI2χ
I
,α (15)
with 2N constants λI1, λ
I
2. Inserting this into equation (14) we find the change of the metric
components
δξg
I
00 = 2
N∑
J=1
λJ1
(
ΩJ2 +Ω
J
3 − ΩJ1
)− N∑
J,K=1
λJ2α
IK
(
2ΨJK2 +Ψ
JK
3 +Ψ
KJ
3 + 4Ψ
JK
4 + 4Ψ
JK
6
)
, (16a)
δξg
I
0α =
N∑
J=1
(
λJ1 + λ
J
2
)
W−Jα , (16b)
δξg
I
αβ = 2
N∑
J=1
λJ2χ
J
,αβ . (16c)
We can choose a gauge so that certain PPN potentials are eliminated from the metric perturba-
tions (3). Using equation (16c) we eliminate the anisotropic term χI,αβ from the metric perturbation
h
I(2)
αβ , thus effectively setting the diagonal elements θ
II to 0. This fixes the constants λI2. We further
use equation (16a) together with the Eulerian equation of motion in the form (13) to eliminate
the difference of the potentials ΨII1 and Ψ
II
5 from h
I(4)
00 , which corresponds to setting the diagonal
elements ψIII5 equal to ψ
III
1 . This finally fixes the constants λ
I
1, so that the gauge is completely
determined. The choice of this particular gauge fixing will become apparent when we discuss the
standard PPN formalism in section IV.
D. Lorentz transformations
In the previous sections we have used a fixed Cartesian coordinate system (xa) = (t, ~x) in which
we expressed the metrics gIab and the post-Newtonian potentials. We will now transform the PPN
metric to a coordinate system (x˜a) = (t˜, ~˜x) which is moving with a velocity ~w relative to the
previously used coordinate system. Since we wish to retain the order |~v| ∼ O(1) of the velocity
of the source matter in the new coordinate system, we assume that the relative velocity is of the
same order |~w| ∼ O(1). We can then expand the coordinate transform in powers of ~w. Up to the
9required velocity order it takes the post-Galilean form [47]
xα = x˜α +
(
1 +
1
2
w2
)
wαt˜+
1
2
wαwβx˜β +O(4) · x˜α , (17a)
t =
(
1 +
1
2
w2 +
3
8
w4
)
t˜+
(
1 +
1
2
w2
)
wαx˜α +O(5) · t˜ . (17b)
We can then calculate the metric tensors g˜Iab in the moving coordinate system using the standard
formula
g˜Iab =
dxi
dx˜a
dxj
dx˜b
gIij . (18)
In the metric g˜Iab obtained from this calculation we need to express the post-Newtonian potentials
χI ,W±Iα , . . . in terms of the equivalent expressions χ˜
I , W˜±Iα , . . . in moving coordinates, which are
obtained from the definitions in section IIIA by replacing coordinates xa with coordinates x˜a and
the source matter velocity ~vI with the velocity
v˜Iα = v
I
α − wα +O(3) (19)
in the moving coordinate system. By explicit calculation we obtain the PPN potentials up to the
required velocity orders
△χI = △χ˜I + 2wαW˜−Iα − wαwβχ˜I,αβ +O(6) , (20a)
χI,αβ = χ˜
I
,αβ +O(4) , (20b)
W+Iα = W˜
+I
α + wβχ˜
I
,αβ − wα△χ˜I +O(5) , (20c)
W−Iα = W˜
−I
α − wβχ˜I,αβ +O(5) , (20d)
ΩI1 = Ω˜
I
1 + wα
(
W˜+Iα + W˜
−I
α
)
− 1
2
w2△χ˜I +O(6) , (20e)
ΩI2 = Ω˜
I
2 + wα
(
W˜+Iα − W˜−Iα
)
+ wαwβχ˜
I
,αβ −
1
2
w2△χ˜I +O(6) , (20f)
ΦIp = Φ˜
I
p +O(6) , ΦIΠ = Φ˜IΠ +O(6) , ΨIJA = Ψ˜IJA +O(6) . (20g)
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Inserting these into the transformation formula (18) for the metric tensors and decomposing the
components of g˜Iab into velocity orders we finally find
h˜
I(2)
00 = −
N∑
J=1
αIJ△χ˜J , (21a)
h˜
I(2)
αβ =
N∑
J=1
(
2θIJ χ˜J,αβ − (γIJ + θIJ)△χ˜Jδαβ
)
, (21b)
h˜
I(3)
0α =
N∑
J=1
(
σIJ+ W˜
J+
α + σ
IJ
− W˜
J−
α − (αIJ + γIJ + θIJ + σIJ+ )wα△χ˜J + (2θIJ + σIJ+ − σIJ− )wβχ˜J,αβ
)
,
(21c)
h˜
I(4)
00 =
N∑
J=1
(
φIJp Φ˜
J
p + φ
IJ
Π Φ˜
J
Π +
2∑
A=1
ωIJA Ω˜
J
A + (2σ
IJ
− + ω
IJ
1 − ωIJ2 − 2αIJ )wαW˜−Jα
+ (2σIJ+ + ω
IJ
1 + ω
IJ
2 )wαW˜
+J
α −
(
αIJ + γIJ + θIJ + 2σIJ+ +
1
2
ωIJ1 +
1
2
ωIJ2
)
w2△χ˜J (21d)
+ (αIJ + 2θIJ + 2σIJ+ − 2σIJ− + ωIJ2 )wαwβχ˜J,αβ
)
+
N∑
J,K=1
7∑
A=1
ψIJKA Ψ˜
JK
A .
In addition to the PPN potentials defined in section IIIA the metric now contains terms that
explicitly depend on the velocity ~w. This more general metric is form invariant under a larger
class of diffeomorphisms than we discussed already in section IIIC. In addition to the the gauge
transform generated by the vector field (15) we may now consider the vector field ξ′ defined by
ξ′0 =
N∑
I=1
λI3wαχ
I
,α , ξ
′
α = 0 . (22)
Under this gauge transform the metrics change by
δξ′ g˜
I
00 = 2
N∑
J=1
λJ3wαW
−J
α , δξ′ g˜
I
0α =
N∑
J=1
λJ3wβχ
J
,αβ , δξ′ g˜
I
αβ = 0 . (23)
We use this additional gauge freedom to eliminate the term wβχ˜
I
,αβ from the metric component
h˜
I(3)
0α , i.e., we apply the aforementioned gauge transform with
λI3 = −(2θII + σII+ − σII− ) . (24)
The remaining terms involving the velocity ~w cannot be eliminated by post-Newtonian gauge trans-
formations. Their presence in the PPN metric (21) indicates the presence of preferred-frame effects
in a gravity theory, i.e., effects which depend on the velocity of the complete experimental setup
relative to a preferred frame fixed by, for example, symmetry breaking gravitational background
fields in the theory’s vacuum solution. Conversely, a theory is free of preferred-frame effects if there
11
are no terms in the gauge fixed PPN metric that depend on ~w. This is the case if and only if the
PPN parameters satisfy
αIJ + γIJ + θIJ + σIJ+ = 0 , (25a)
2σIJ+ + ω
IJ
1 + ω
IJ
2 = 0 , (25b)
αIJ + 2θIJ − 2σIJ− − ωIJ1 = 0 , (25c)
2θIJ + σIJ+ − σIJ− − 2θII − σII+ + σII− = 0 (25d)
for all I, J = 1, . . . , N . Since there is no experimental evidence for preferred-frame effects, we are
particularly interested in gravity theories which satisfy these constraints. Note that this absence
of preferred-frame effects is similarly represented in the standard PPN formalism as the condition
α1 = α2 = α3 = 0 on three PPN parameters, which is derived in full analogy to the calculation
shown in this section [6, 7].
This concludes our construction of a parameterized post-Newtonian formalism for multimetric
gravity theories. In the following section we will discuss its relation to the standard PPN formalism
for gravity theories with a single metric tensor, before we present a general method for calculating
the multimetric PPN parameters in section V.
IV. RELATION TO THE STANDARD PPN FORMALISM
The construction presented in the previous section provides an extension to the well-known
parameterized post-Newtonian formalism, which has become a useful tool for testing the viability
of alternative gravity theories, see [7] for a review. We will now sketch the basic ingredients of
this standard PPN formalism. Since we are mainly interested in experimental tests of gravity
theories, we focus on the PPN parameters, which have been measured with high precision in the
solar system. In order to make use of these experiments for testing multimetric gravity theories,
we derive the relation between these standard PPN parameters and their multimetric counterparts
discussed in the preceding section. This connection provides us with a simple viability test for
multimetric gravity.
In its most widely used form the PPN formalism is applicable to gravity theories in which a
single metric gab governs the geodesic motion of test particles. This metric is expanded in analogy
to the multimetric perturbation ansatz (2), where the non-vanishing terms in the perturbative
12
expansion are given by
h
(2)
00 = 2αU , (26a)
h
(2)
αβ = 2γUδαβ , (26b)
h
(3)
0α = −
1
2
(3 + 4γ + α1 − α2 + ζ1 − 2ξ)Vα − 1
2
(1 + α2 − ζ1 + 2ξ)Wα , (26c)
h
(4)
00 = −2βU2 − 2ξΦW + (2 + 2γ + α3 + ζ1 − 2ξ)Φ1 + 2(1 + 3γ − 2β + ζ2 + ξ)Φ2 (26d)
+ 2(1 + ζ3)Φ3 + 2(3γ + 3ζ4 − 2ξ)Φ4 − (ζ1 − 2ξ)A
in the standard PPN gauge. The PPN potentials U, Vα,Wα,ΦW ,Φ1, . . . ,Φ4,A are determined by
the matter source of gravity, which is assumed to be a single perfect fluid with density ρ, pressure
p, specific internal energy Π and velocity ~v. In terms of these quantities the second order potential
U is given by the Newtonian potential
U(t, ~x) =
∫
d3x′
ρ(t, ~x′)
|~x− ~x′| , (27)
while the third order potentials V and W are given by
Vα(t, ~x) =
∫
d3x′
ρ(t, ~x′)vα(t, ~x
′)
|~x− ~x′| , (28a)
Wα(t, ~x) =
∫
d3x′
ρ(t, ~x′)vβ(t, ~x
′)(xα − x′α)(xβ − x′β)
|~x− ~x′|3 . (28b)
Similar expressions define the fourth order potentials ΦW ,Φ1, . . . ,Φ4,A, as displayed in [7]. The
constant α corresponds to the effective gravitational constant and is conventionally set to 1 by
an appropriate choice of units. The remaining constants β, γ, α1, . . . , α3, ζ1, . . . , ζ4, ξ are the PPN
parameters, which can be determined both theoretically and experimentally, thus providing a test
of the theory under consideration. Measurements in the solar system indicate that they take the
values β = γ = 1, while all other parameters vanish.
In order to use these measurements as a test for multimetric gravity theories we need to compare
the multimetric PPN parameters appearing in the metric perturbations (3) with the measured PPN
parameters listed above. For this purpose we need to derive an effective theory for a single perfect
fluid matter source and a single metric governing the geodesic motion of test masses. In the solar
system both gravitational matter sources and test masses are constituted by visible matter, which
we choose to identify with the first of the standard model copies ϕ1 introduced in assumption (i).
For the gravitational matter source we thus identify the matter variables ρ = ρ1, p = p1, Π = Π1
and ~v = ~v1. We assume that this is the only matter source within the solar system, so that
T 2ab = . . . = T
N
ab = 0. From the structure of the action displayed in assumption (ii) it follows that
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the motion of test masses constituted by the same standard model copy ϕ1 is governed exclusively
by the metric g1ab. In our effective theory we therefore identify the single metric gab = g
1
ab.
Using the identifications of the matter variables listed above we can express the PPN poten-
tials in the metric perturbations (26) in terms of the multimetric PPN potentials displayed in
section IIIA in the form
U = −1
2
△χ1 , Vα = W
+1
α +W
−1
α
2
, Wα =
W+1α −W−1α
2
, A = Ω12 , Φ1 = Ω11 ,
Φ2 =
1
4
Ψ111 +
1
2
Ψ113 +
1
4
Ψ115 , Φ3 = Φ
1
Π , Φ4 = Φ
1
p , (29)
ΦW = −1
4
Ψ111 −Ψ112 −
5
2
Ψ113 − 2Ψ114 −
1
4
Ψ115 − 3Ψ116 , U2 =
1
2
Ψ111 + 2Ψ
11
3 +
1
2
Ψ115 +Ψ
11
6 .
The converse, however, is not possible, since the non-linear potentials Ψ11A cannot be expressed
in terms on the standard PPN potentials. The metric perturbations h1ab in the multimetric PPN
formalism are thus more general than the standard PPN metric perturbations hab displayed in
equation (26). In order to compare the two formalisms we thus restrict ourselves to the simpler
case in which only the potentials (29) appear in the metric. Setting h1ab = hab we can then read off
the multimetric PPN parameters
α11 = α , γ11 = γ , σ11+ = −1− γ −
1
4
α1 , σ
11
− = −
1
2
− γ − 1
4
α1 +
1
2
α2 − 1
2
ζ1 + ξ ,
φ11Π = 2 + 2ζ3 , φ
11
p = 6γ + 6ζ4 + 4ξ , ω
11
1 = 2 + 2γ + α3 + ζ1 − 2ξ , ω112 = 2ξ − ζ1 ,
ψ1111 = ψ
111
5 =
1
2
+
3
2
γ − 2β + 1
2
ζ2 + ξ , ψ
111
2 = 2ξ , ψ
111
3 = 1 + 3γ − 6β + ζ2 + 6ξ , (30)
ψ1114 = 4ξ , ψ
111
6 = 6ξ − 2β , θ11 = ψ1117 = 0 .
Note that this result is compatible with the gauge fixing θII = 0 and ψIII1 = ψ
III
5 we have chosen in
section IIIC. This compatibility is the reason for our gauge choice. Inserting the measured values
of the standard PPN parameters then directly yields us the expected values of the multimetric
PPN parameters
α11 = γ11 = 1 , σ11+ = ψ
111
3 = ψ
111
6 = −2 , σ11− = −
3
2
, φ11Π = 2 , φ
11
p = 6 ,
ω111 = 4 , θ
11 = ω112 = ψ
111
1 = ψ
111
2 = ψ
111
4 = ψ
111
5 = ψ
111
7 = 0 , (31)
where the values of θ11 and ψ1115 are fixed through gauge conditions, and α
11 can always be rescaled
to 1 through a suitable choice of units. This leaves us with thirteen physical PPN parameters in the
visible sector. Any concrete multimetric gravity theory with these values of the PPN parameters
is compatible with observations of post-Newtonian physics in the solar system. However, it is also
possible that theories which yield other values are compatible with experiments. This is due to
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the fact that only the ten standard PPN parameters have been measured. The newly introduced
multimetric PPN parameters may therefore correspond to effects which are not visible to current
experiments. A detailed analysis of current and possible future experiments is necessary in order
to determine the remaining bounds on the multimetric PPN parameters.
We will make use of the experimental consistency conditions (31) when we discuss the viability
of two example theories in section VI.
V. CALCULATION OF PPN PARAMETERS
We will now calculate the PPN parameters in the metric perturbations (3) for a general mul-
timetric gravity theory. For this purpose we will perturbatively solve the gravitational field equa-
tions KIab = 8πT
I
ab, which govern the dynamics of multimetric gravity according to assumption (iii)
stated in section II. In addition to the gravitational field equations we will make use of the gauge
fixing detailed in section IIIC, which is necessary due to the diffeomorphism invariance we stated
in assumption (ii). It is a virtue of the PPN formalism that at each velocity order O(n) the field
equations are linear in the unknown metric perturbations h
I(n)
ab , so that they can be solved sepa-
rately for each of these perturbations. However, each of these solutions will depend on the lower
order perturbations of all other metrics due to their mutual interaction. Our calculation proceeds
in three steps. In section VA we solve the field equations up to the second velocity order O(2)
and determine the metric perturbations h
I(2)
00 and h
I(2)
αβ . Using these results we then determine the
third order solution h
I(3)
0α in section VB and finally the fourth order solution h
I(4)
00 in section VC.
The general result we obtain here will then be applied to concrete gravity theories in the following
section VI.
A. Second velocity order O(2)
In the first step of our calculation we determine the metric perturbation up to the second
velocity order O(2). The non-vanishing components of the metric perturbation that we need to
consider in this step are h
I(2)
00 and h
I(2)
αβ , which involve the PPN parameters α
IJ , γIJ , θIJ , as can
be read off from equation (3). The equations we need to solve are the second order field equations
K
I(2)
00 = 8πT
I(2)
00 , (32a)
K
I(2)
αβ = 8πT
I(2)
αβ . (32b)
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In order to solve these equations we need to express the components K
I(2)
00 and K
I(2)
αβ of the
curvature tensor in terms of the metric perturbation. It can be shown that their most general form
for a multimetric gravity theory compatible with our assumptions (i)–(v) is given by
K
I(2)
00 =
N∑
J=1
(
SIJ1 h
J(2)
00,αα + S
IJ
2 h
J(2)
αα,ββ + S
IJ
3 h
J(2)
αβ,αβ
)
, (33a)
K
I(2)
αβ =
N∑
J=1
(
CIJ1 h
J(2)
00,γγ + C
IJ
2 h
J(2)
γγ,δδ + C
IJ
3 h
J(2)
γδ,γδ
)
δαβ
+
N∑
J=1
(
T IJ1 h
J(2)
00,αβ + T
IJ
2 h
J(2)
γγ,αβ + T
IJ
3 h
J(2)
αβ,γγ + T
IJ
4 h
J(2)
γ(α,β)γ
)
, (33b)
where the constants SIJ1 , . . . , S
IJ
3 , C
IJ
1 , . . . , C
IJ
3 , T
IJ
1 , . . . , T
IJ
4 are uniquely determined by the con-
crete theory under consideration and can be calculated from the linearized field equations. Inserting
the PPN metric (3) we further derive
K
I(2)
00 =
N∑
J=1
XIJ1 △△χJ , (34a)
K
I(2)
αβ =
N∑
J=1
(
XIJ2 △△χJδαβ +XIJ3 △χJ,αβ
)
, (34b)
where the constants XIJ1 , . . . ,X
IJ
3 are given by
XIJ1 =
N∑
K=1
(−SIK1 αKJ − SIK2 (3γKJ + θKJ)− SIK3 (γKJ − θKJ)) , (35a)
XIJ2 =
N∑
K=1
(−CIK1 αKJ − CIK2 (3γKJ + θKJ)−CIK3 (γKJ − θKJ)− T IK3 (γKJ + θKJ)) , (35b)
XIJ3 =
N∑
K=1
(−T IK1 αKJ − T IK2 (3γKJ + θKJ) + 2T IK3 θKJ − T IK4 (γKJ − θKJ)) . (35c)
We now have an expression for the geometry side of the field equations (32) in terms of the PPN
potentials and PPN parameters displayed in section IIIA. In the next step we consider the matter
side of the field equations. Up to the second velocity order the energy-momentum tensor (9) takes
the form
T
I(2)
00 = ρ
I , (36a)
T
I(2)
αβ = 0 . (36b)
The relation between the matter density ρI and the PPN potential χI appearing in the field
equations at second velocity order is given by the definition (4), which can be written in differential
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form as
△△χI = 8πρI . (37)
With this relation the field equations at the second velocity order are now completely expressed in
terms of PPN potentials and take the form
N∑
J=1
XIJ1 △△χJ = △△χI , (38a)
N∑
J=1
(
XIJ2 △△χJδαβ +XIJ3 △χJ,αβ
)
= 0 . (38b)
From the requirement that they are satisfied for arbitrary matter distributions, and thus arbitrary
superpotentials χI , we can immediately read off from the first equation that the coefficient XIJ1
must satisfy
XIJ1 = δ
IJ . (39)
From the second equation we see that △△χJδαβ is a pure trace term, while △χJ,αβ contains both
a trace and a trace-free part. In order for this equation to be satisfied thus both coefficients must
vanish independently,
XIJ2 = X
IJ
3 = 0 . (40)
Equations (39) and (40) are a set of 3N2 linear equations for the 3N2 PPN parameters αIJ , γIJ , θIJ .
However, it turns out that these linear equations are not independent. This is a consequence of
assumption (ii), which states that the field equations are determined by a diffeomorphism invariant
action, and further restricts the constants appearing in the expansion (33) of the curvature tensors.
These restrictions are the origin of the gauge freedom we discussed in section IIIC. Using the gauge
condition θII = 0 discussed in the same section we finally obtain a full set of linear equations from
which we can determine the PPN parameters αIJ , γIJ , θIJ .
B. Third velocity order O(3)
We will now use the result from the preceding section and determine the metric perturbation
up to the third velocity order O(3). The only unknown, non-vanishing component of the metric
perturbation that we need to consider here is h
I(3)
0α , which involves the PPN parameters σ
IJ
± . In
order to determine these parameters we need to solve the third order field equations
K
I(3)
0α = 8πT
I(3)
0α . (41)
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We can proceed in full analogy to our solution of the second order field equations shown in the
preceding section. First we consider the most general form of the third order curvature tensor
K
I(3)
0α , which is given by
K
I(3)
0α =
N∑
J=1
(
V IJ1 h
J(3)
0α,ββ + V
IJ
2 h
J(3)
0β,αβ + V
IJ
3 h
J(2)
00,0α + V
IJ
4 h
J(2)
ββ,0α + V
IJ
5 h
J(2)
αβ,0β
)
. (42)
Note that each metric perturbation h
I(3)
0α at the third velocity order depends on all metric pertur-
bations h
J(2)
00 and h
J(2)
αβ at the second velocity order. The constants V
IJ
1 , . . . , V
IJ
5 are determined
by the linearized field equations of the concrete multimetric gravity theory under consideration.
Inserting the PPN metric (3) into this equation we can write the curvature tensor in terms of the
PPN potentials W±Iα in the form
K
I(3)
0α =
N∑
J=1
(
XIJ4 △W+Jα +XIJ5 △W−Jα
)
, (43)
where the constants XIJ4 ,X
IJ
5 are given by
XIJ4 =
N∑
K=1
V IK1 σ
KJ
+ , (44a)
XIJ5 =
N∑
K=1
(
V IK1 σ
KJ
− + V
IK
2 σ
KJ
− − V IK3 αKJ − V IK4 (3γKJ + θKJ)− V IK5 (γKJ − θKJ)
)
. (44b)
We also expand the matter side of the field equations (41). From the energy-momentum tensor (9)
we can read off the third velocity order component
T
I(3)
0α = −ρIvIα . (45)
This expression is related to the PPN potentials W±Iα via their definition (5), from which one finds
△W+Iα +△W−Iα = −8πρIvIα . (46)
In terms of the PPN potentials the field equations at the third velocity order finally take the form
N∑
J=1
(
XIJ4 △W+Jα +XIJ5 △W−Jα
)
= △W+Iα +△W−Iα . (47)
As already for the second order field equations we require that these are satisfied for arbitrary
matter distributions, which determine the PPN potentials W±Iα . Note that W
+I
α is a divergence-
free vector, W+Iα,α = 0, while W
−I
α is a pure divergence, W
−I
α = χ
I
,0α. The equations of motion thus
split into a pure divergence and a divergence-free part. It then follows that the coefficients in these
equations must independently satisfy
XIJ4 = X
IJ
5 = δ
IJ . (48)
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The first part yields N2 linear equations which we can solve for the N2 parameters σIJ+ . Similarly,
the second part yields N2 linear equations for the N2 parameters σIJ− , but it turns out that these
are not independent. This is again a consequence of the diffeomorphism invariance that we demand
in assumption (ii), and which requires us to choose a gauge fixing as derived in section IIIC. Since
our gauge choice involves fourth order potentials, we will defer this issue to the following section,
in which we solve the field equations at the fourth velocity order.
C. Fourth velocity order O(4)
We now come to the final and most involved part of our calculation, which is solving the field
equations at the fourth velocity order. The component of the metric perturbation we will determine
here is h
I(4)
00 , which will yield us the remaining PPN parameters φ
IJ
p , φ
IJ
Π , ω
IJ
1 , ω
IJ
2 , ψ
IJK
1 , . . . , ψ
IJK
7 .
It will further allow us to determine the previously missing PPN parameter σIJ− through the choice
of a suitable gauge fixing. The relevant components of the field equations we need to consider are
given by
K
I(4)
00 = 8πT
I(4)
00 , (49a)
K
I(4)
αβ = 8πT
I(4)
αβ . (49b)
As in the previous sections we start our calculation by expanding the components K
I(4)
00 ,K
I(4)
αβ of
the curvature tensors to their most general form compatible with our assumptions (i)–(v). We find
that these can be written as
K
I(4)
00 =
N∑
J=1
(
SIJ1 h
J(4)
00,αα + S
IJ
2 h
J(4)
αα,ββ + S
IJ
3 h
J(4)
αβ,αβ + S
IJ
4 h
J(3)
0α,0α + S
IJ
5 h
J(2)
00,00 + S
IJ
6 h
J(2)
αα,00
)
+QI00 ,
(50a)
K
I(4)
αβ =
N∑
J=1
(
T IJ1 h
J(4)
00,αβ + T
IJ
2 h
J(4)
γγ,αβ + T
IJ
3 h
J(4)
αβ,γγ + T
IJ
4 h
J(4)
γ(α,β)γ + T
IJ
5 h
J(3)
0(α,β)0 + T
IJ
6 h
J(2)
αβ,00
)
+
N∑
J=1
(
CIJ1 h
J(4)
00,γγ + C
IJ
2 h
J(4)
γγ,δδ + C
IJ
3 h
J(4)
γδ,γδ +C
IJ
4 h
J(3)
0γ,0γ + C
IJ
5 h
J(2)
00,00 + C
IJ
6 h
J(2)
γγ,00
)
δαβ +Q
I
αβ .
(50b)
The constants SIJ1 , . . . , S
IJ
6 , C
IJ
1 , . . . , C
IJ
6 , T
IJ
1 , . . . , T
IJ
6 , some of which we already encountered in
the expansion (33) of the curvature tensors at the second velocity order, are uniquely determined
by the concrete multimetric gravity theory under consideration, and can again be calculated from
the linearized gravitational field equations. Again we see that each metric perturbation at the
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fourth velocity order depends on the lower order perturbations of all metrics. This also applies
to the terms QI00 and Q
I
αβ, which involve quadratic combinations of the second velocity order
perturbations h
J(2)
00 and h
J(2)
αβ of all metrics g
J
ab. They can be calculated from the full, non-linear
field equations of a concrete multimetric gravity theory. A detailed analysis shows that QI00 can
be expanded into 18 different combinations of the second order metric perturbations, while QIαβ
similarly expands into 53 different terms. We omit these expansions here for brevity. Using the
expression (3) for the metric perturbation we can write QI00 in the form
QI00 =
N∑
J,K=1
(
ZIJK1 △χJ△△χK + ZIJK2 χJ,αβ△χK,αβ + ZIJK3 △χJ,α△χK,α + ZIJK4 χJ,αβγχK,αβγ
)
, (51)
where the constants ZIJK1 , . . . , Z
IJK
4 can be calculated from the full field equations of a concrete
multimetric gravity theory and involve the previously calculated PPN parameters αIJ , γIJ , θIJ .
We further insert our solutions for the metric perturbation at the second and third velocity order
and obtain
N∑
J=1
(
SIJ4 h
J(3)
0α,0α + S
IJ
5 h
J(2)
00,00 + S
IJ
6 h
J(2)
αα,00
)
=
N∑
J=1
HIJ1 △
(
ΩJ2 +Ω
J
3 − ΩJ1
)
, (52)
where we used the properties of the PPN potentials and introduced another constant
HIJ1 =
N∑
K=1
(
SIK4 σ
KJ
− − SIK5 αKJ − SIK6 (3γKJ + θKJ)
)
. (53)
Inserting the results (51) and (52) into the expansion (50a) for K
I(4)
00 we are left with the term
h
I(4)
00,αα, which is the one we would like to solve for, as well as the pure trace term h
I(4)
αα,ββ and
the double divergence h
I(4)
αβ,αβ , which are also unknown, but not relevant for our post-Newtonian
approximation (3). In order to eliminate the latter two terms we consider the trace K
I(4)
αα and
double divergence K
I(4)
αβ,αβ of the fourth order curvature components (50b), which take the form
KI(4)αα =
N∑
J=1
(
C¯IJ1 △hJ(4)00 + C¯IJ2 △hJ(4)αα + C¯IJ3 hJ(4)αβ,αβ +HIJ2 △
(
ΩJ2 +Ω
J
3 −ΩJ1
))
+QIαα , (54a)
K
I(4)
αβ,αβ = △
N∑
J=1
(
T¯ IJ1 △hJ(4)00 + T¯ IJ2 △hJ(4)αα + T¯ IJ3 hJ(4)αβ,αβ +HIJ3 △
(
ΩJ2 +Ω
J
3 − ΩJ1
))
+QIαβ,αβ .
(54b)
The coefficients of the unknown fourth order metric components are given by the linear combina-
tions
C¯IJ1 = 3C
IJ
1 + T
IJ
1 , C¯
IJ
2 = 3C
IJ
2 + T
IJ
2 + T
IJ
3 , C¯
IJ
3 = 3C
IJ
3 + T
IJ
4 , (55a)
T¯ IJ1 = C
IJ
1 + T
IJ
1 , T¯
IJ
2 = C
IJ
2 + T
IJ
2 , T¯
IJ
3 = C
IJ
3 + T
IJ
3 + T
IJ
4 . (55b)
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The terms involving the PPN potentials ΩI1, . . . ,Ω
I
3 originate from inserting the solutions for the
second and third order metric perturbations in analogy to equation (52). Their coefficients are
given by the constants
HIJ2 =
N∑
K=1
(
(3CIK4 + T
IK
5 )σ
KJ
− − 3CIK5 αKJ − (3CIK6 + T IK6 )(3γKJ + θKJ)
)
, (56a)
HIJ3 =
N∑
K=1
(
(CIK4 + T
IK
5 )σ
KJ
− − CIK5 αKJ − CIK6 (3γKJ + θKJ)− T IK6 (γKJ − θKJ)
)
. (56b)
The quadratic terms QIαα and Q
I
αβ,αβ can now be expanded in analogy to equation (51). Their
expansions take the form
QIαα =
N∑
J,K=1
(
DIJK1 △χJ△△χK +DIJK2 χJ,αβ△χK,αβ +DIJK3 △χJ,α△χK,α +DIJK4 χJ,αβγχK,αβγ
)
,
(57a)
QIαβ,αβ =
N∑
J,K=1
(
EIJK1 △χJ△△△χK + EIJK2 χJ,αβ△△χK,αβ + EIJK3 △χJ,α△△χK,α (57b)
+ EIJK4 χ
J
,αβγ△χK,αβγ + EIJK5 △△χJ△△χK + EIJK6 △χJ,αβ△χK,αβ + EIJK7 χJ,αβγδχK,αβγδ
)
,
with constants DIJK1 , . . . ,D
IJK
4 , E
IJK
1 , . . . , E
IJK
7 that can be calculated from the full field equa-
tions of a concrete multimetric gravity theory and involve the PPN parameters αIJ , γIJ , θIJ in
analogy to the constants ZIJK1 , . . . , Z
IJK
4 in equation (51). The quadratic terms that appear in
these expansions can be expressed in terms of the non-linear PPN potentials ΨIJKA . For the terms
in equations (51) and (57a) we find
△χI△△χJ = △ (ΨIJ1 + 2ΨIJ3 +ΨIJ5 ) , χI,αβ△χJ,αβ = △ (ΨIJ2 + 2ΨIJ4 +ΨIJ6 ) ,
△χI,α△χJ,α = △
(
ΨIJ3 +Ψ
JI
3 + 2Ψ
IJ
6
)
, χI,αβγχ
J
,αβγ = △
(
ΨIJ4 +Ψ
JI
4 + 2Ψ
IJ
7
)
, (58)
while the terms in equation (57b) can directly be read off from the definition (8) of the non-
linear PPN potentials. We need to perform a similar expansion of the matter side of the field
equations (49) in terms of the PPN potentials. The relevant components of the energy-momentum
tensors (9) are given by
T
I(4)
00 = ρ
I
(
ΠI + vI
2
+
N∑
J=1
αIJ△χJ
)
, (59a)
T I(4)αα = ρ
IvI
2
+ 3pI , (59b)
T
I(4)
αβ,αβ = (ρ
IvIαv
I
β),αβ +△pI . (59c)
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A comparison with the definitions of the PPN potentials in section IIIA yields the relations
△ΦIΠ = −4πρIΠI , △ΦIp = −4πpI , △ΩI1 = −4πρIvI
2
, △△ΩI2 = −8π(ρIvIαvIβ),αβ . (60)
We can now eliminate the unknown and irrelevant terms h
I(4)
αα and h
I(4)
αβ,αβ by choosing a suitable
linear combination of the curvature terms K
I(4)
00 ,K
I(4)
αα ,K
I(4)
αβ,αβ to obtain
N∑
J=1
(
M IJ1 △KJ(4)00 +M IJ2 △KJ(4)αα +M IJ3 KJ(4)αβ,αβ
)
=
8π
N∑
J=1
(
M IJ1 △T J(4)00 +M IJ2 △T J(4)αα +M IJ3 T J(4)αβ,αβ
)
, (61)
where the constants M IJ1 , . . . ,M
IJ
3 are chosen so that the coefficient of the term h
I(4)
00 becomes
δIJ and the spatial components h
I(4)
αβ of the fourth order perturbations cancel. Comparison of the
coefficients of the PPN potentials in the metric (3) and equation (61) we can then read off the
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PPN parameters
φIJp = −6M IJ2 − 2M IJ3 + 2
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 H
LJ
1 +M
IL
2 H
LJ
2 +M
IL
3 H
LJ
3
]
, (62a)
φIJΠ = −2M IJ1 , (62b)
ωIJ1 = −2M IJ1 − 2M IJ2 +
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 H
LJ
1 +M
IL
2 H
LJ
2 +M
IL
3 H
LJ
3
]
, (62c)
ωIJ2 = −M IJ3 −
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 H
LJ
1 +M
IL
2 H
LJ
2 +M
IL
3 H
LJ
3
]
, (62d)
ψIJK1 =M
IK
1 α
KJ −
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 Z
LJK
1 +M
IL
2 D
LJK
1 +M
IL
3 E
LJK
1
]
, (62e)
ψIJK2 = −
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 Z
LJK
2 +M
IL
2 D
LJK
2 +M
IL
3 E
LJK
2
]
, (62f)
ψIJK3 = 2M
IK
1 α
KJ − 1
2
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 H
LK
1 +M
IL
2 H
LK
2 +M
IL
3 H
LK
3
]
αKJ (62g)
−
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 (2Z
LJK
1 + Z
LJK
3 + Z
LKJ
3 ) +M
IL
2 (2D
LJK
1 +D
LJK
3 +D
LKJ
3 ) +M
IL
3 E
LJK
3
]
,
ψIJK4 = −
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 (2Z
LJK
2 + Z
LJK
4 + Z
LKJ
4 ) +M
IL
2 (2D
LJK
2 +D
LJK
4 +D
LKJ
4 ) +M
IL
3 E
LJK
4
]
,
(62h)
ψIJK5 =M
IK
1 α
KJ − 1
2
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 H
LJ
1 +M
IL
2 H
LJ
2 +M
IL
3 H
LJ
3
]
αJK (62i)
−
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 Z
LJK
1 +M
IL
2 D
LJK
1 +M
IL
3 E
LJK
5
]
,
ψIJK6 = −
N∑
L=1
[
M IL1 (Z
LJK
2 + 2Z
LJK
3 ) +M
IL
2 (D
LJK
2 + 2D
LJK
3 ) +M
IL
3 E
LJK
6
]
, (62j)
ψIJK7 = −
N∑
L=1
[
2M IL1 Z
LJK
4 + 2M
IL
2 D
LJK
4 +M
IL
3 E
LJK
7
]
. (62k)
Note that they still depend on the so far undetermined PPN parameter σIJ− , which enters these
equations through the constants HIJ1 , . . . ,H
IJ
3 . Using the gauge condition ψ
III
1 = ψ
III
5 introduced
in section IIIC we can finally solve for all PPN parameters.
This completes our calculation of the PPN parameters for a general multimetric gravity theory.
The result we obtained depends on a number of constant coefficients that appear in the gravitational
field equations and characterize the theory under consideration. We will explicitly calculate these
coefficients for two example theories and derive their PPN parameters in the following section.
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VI. APPLICATIONS
In the preceding section we have presented a procedure for solving the post-Newtonian field
equations of an arbitrary multimetric gravity theory satisfying assumptions (i)–(v) listed in the in-
troduction. We now apply this procedure to two gravity theories and calculate their post-Newtonian
limits. The first theory displayed in section VIA is general relativity, which is in fact a theory of
only one metric, but will serve as an illustrative example. We show that our procedure reproduces
its well-known PPN parameters. We then discuss a wide class of multimetric gravity theories with
an arbitrary number N of metric tensors in section VIB. From a comparison of the calculated
PPN parameters with their experimentally measured values we obtain conditions on this class of
theories. We study which theories satisfy these conditions and are thus compatible with post-
Newtonian experiments in gravitational physics. Finally, we discuss the implications of our results
for cosmology.
A. General relativity
The first and rather illustrative example we discuss in this section is general relativity, which is
defined by the Einstein-Hilbert action
SG =
1
16π
∫
d4x
√
gR . (63)
Since there is only a single metric gab we will drop all indices I, J, . . . in this section. The field
equations are the familiar Einstein equations
Kab = Rab − 1
2
Rgab = 8πTab , (64)
where the curvature tensor Kab is simply given by the Einstein tensor. In order to solve the field
equations up to the post-Newtonian level and calculate the metric perturbation (3) we follow the
steps detailed in section V. First we calculate the components K
(2)
00 andK
(2)
αβ of the curvature tensor
at the second velocity order O(2). By comparison with the most general second order curvature
tensor (33) we can read off the coefficients
S1 = 0 , −S2 = S3 = −C1 = C2 = −C3 = T1 = −T2 = −T3 = 1
2
, T4 = 1 . (65)
Inserting these into equation (35) we find the constants
X1 = γ + θ , X2 = −X3 = α− γ − θ
2
. (66)
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In order to determine the PPN parameters α, γ, θ we need to solve the linear equations
X1 = 1 , X2 = X3 = 0 . (67)
As explained in section VA they are linearly dependent as a consequence of the diffeomorphism
invariance of the gravitational action (64). We therefore need to fix a gauge as shown in section IIIC
using the condition θ = 0. With this gauge fixing we find the PPN parameters α = 1 and γ = 1.
In the next step we solve the gravitational field equations up to the third velocity order. For
this purpose we need to calculate the component K
(3)
0α of the curvature tensor. Comparison with
its most general form (42) yields the coefficients
− V1 = V2 = −V4 = V5 = 1
2
, V3 = 0 . (68)
We insert these values into equation (44) and obtain the constants
X4 = −σ+
2
, X5 = γ + θ . (69)
Again we find that the resulting equations
X4 = X5 = 1 (70)
are linearly dependent on the previously solved equations at second velocity order as another
consequence of the diffeomorphism invariance of the underlying gravity theory. In this case we find
that the equation for X5 is identically solved by the second order solution for γ and θ, while the
equation for X4 contains only the parameter σ+. We therefore only obtain its value σ+ = −2 and
need to defer the calculation of σ− to the remaining fourth order calculation.
For the final part of our procedure we need to calculate the curvature tensor up to the fourth
velocity order O(4). Writing the components K(4)00 and K(4)αβ in the form (50) we can read off the
coefficients
S4 = S5 = S6 = C5 = 0 , C4 = −T5 = 1 , −C6 = T6 = 1
2
, (71)
in addition to the coefficients (65) that we already determined from the second velocity order
calculation. Inserting these into equations (53) and (56) we find the constants
H1 = 0 , H2 = 3γ + θ + 2σ− , H3 = γ + θ . (72)
We further need to determine the quadratic terms Q00 and Qαβ from an expansion of the curvature
tensor Kab up to the quadratic order in the metric perturbation hab. After inserting the post-
Newtonian metric (3) we can compare the result with equations (51) and (57), from which we
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obtain the coefficients
Z1 = (α+ 2γ + θ)(γ + θ) , Z2 = −θ(γ + θ) , Z3 = 3γ
2 + 2γθ − 3θ2
4
, Z4 =
θ2
2
,
D3 =
3(θ2 − γ2)− 2γθ − 2α(α + γ + 3θ)
4
, E5 =
α(2θ − 2γ − α) + (γ + θ)(γ − 3θ)
4
, (73)
E3 =
α(θ − 2γ) + (γ + θ)(γ − 2θ)
2
, E4 =
3θ(γ + θ − α)
2
, E6 =
(α− γ − θ)(α− γ − 5θ)
4
,
D1 = α(θ − α)− (γ + θ)2 , D2 = θ(2γ + 2θ − 3α) , D4 = −θ
2
2
, E1 = E2 = E7 = 0 .
Inserting the previously found solution for the PPN parameters α, γ, θ yields
H2 = 3 + 2σ− , H3 = 1 , Z1 = 3 , Z3 =
3
4
, D1 = −2 , D3 = −7
4
, E3 = E5 = −1
2
,
H1 = Z2 = Z4 = D2 = D4 = E1 = E2 = E4 = E6 = E7 = 0 . (74)
In order to solve the fourth order equations of motion for h
(4)
00 we determine a suitable linear
combination in the form (61). Using the coefficients
M1 =M2 = −1 , M3 = 0 , (75)
we can read off the equations for the remaining PPN parameters
ω1 = 1− 2σ− , ω2 = 3 + 2σ− , φp = −4σ− , φΠ = 2 , ψ3 = −1
2
+ σ− ,
ψ5 =
3
2
+ σ− , ψ6 = −2 , ψ1 = ψ2 = ψ4 = ψ7 = 0 . (76)
In order to determine the PPN parameter σ− and solve these equations we use the gauge condition
ψ1 = ψ5 introduced in section IIIC. This finally yields us the complete set of PPN parameters
α = γ = 1 , σ+ = ψ3 = ψ6 = −2 , σ− = −3
2
, φΠ = 2 , φp = 6 ,
ω1 = 4 , θ = ω2 = ψ1 = ψ2 = ψ4 = ψ5 = ψ7 = 0 . (77)
By comparison with the measured values (31) of the PPN parameters for visible matter we see
that they agree with the values we calculated in this section. Our formalism thus reproduces
the well-known result that general relativity is consistent with solar system experiments at the
post-Newtonian level.
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B. Multimetric repulsive gravity
The second example we study here is a class of multimetric gravity theories with N ≥ 2 metric
tensors and a corresponding number of standard model copies. It is defined by the action
SG =
1
16π
∫
d4x
√
g0
[
N∑
I=1
(
c1R
I + gI ij
(
c3S˜
I
iS˜
I
j + c5S˜
I
kS˜
I k
ij + c7S˜
I k
ilS˜
I l
jk
)
+ gI ijgI klgImn
(
c9S˜
I m
ikS˜
I n
jl + c11S˜
I m
ij S˜
I n
kl
))
+
N∑
I,J=1
(
c2g
I ijRJ ij + g
I ij
(
c4S
IJ
iS
IJ
j + c6S
IJ
kS
IJ k
ij + c8S
IJ k
ilS
IJ l
jk
)
(78)
+ gI ijgI klgImn
(
c10S
IJ m
ikS
IJ n
jl + c12S
IJ m
ijS
IJ n
kl
) )]
,
where c1, . . . , c12 are constant parameters and we used the connection difference tensors
SIJ ijk = Γ
I i
jk − ΓJ ijk , SIJ j = SIJ kjk , S˜J ijk = 1
N
N∑
I=1
SIJ ijk , S˜
J
j = S˜
J k
jk (79)
and the mixed density
g0 =
N∏
I=1
(
gI
) 1
N . (80)
Special cases of this action have been studied in the contexts of cosmology [2] and gravitational
waves [4], and a subset of their PPN parameters has been calculated [3]. Using the formalism
presented in this article we can now generalize these previous results to the action (78) and cal-
culate the full set of PPN parameters. For brevity we will only sketch this calculation. We will
further restrict ourselves to theories which are consistent with the measured values (31) of the PPN
parameters in the solar system. Instead of displaying the full result for the PPN parameters we
will therefore discuss which restrictions we obtain on the parameters c1, . . . , c12 and display the
PPN parameters for this restricted case.
An important property of the action (78) is its symmetry with respect to arbitrary permutations
of the sectors (gI , ϕI). This can be understood as a generalized Copernican principle, in the sense
that the equations of motion both for gravity and matter are the same in each of the N sectors.
As a consequence of this symmetry all constants P I1···In characterizing the theory, and thus in
particular the PPN parameters and the expansion coefficients used in section V, obey the same
permutation symmetry, i.e., they satisfy the relation
P I1···In =
N∑
J1,...,Jn=1
P J1···JnπI1J1 . . . πInJn (81)
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for arbitrary permutation matrices πIJ . Constants P IJ2 and P
IJK
3 with 2 and 3 indices hence take
the most general form
P IJ2 =
P¯2
N
+ Pˆ2δ
IJ , P IJK3 =
P¯3
N2
+
 
P 3δ
IJ +

P 3δ
IK + P˜3δ
JK
N
+ Pˆ3δ
IJδIK , (82)
and can thus be expressed by the tuples (P¯2, Pˆ2) or (P¯3,
 
P 3,

P 3, P˜3, Pˆ3), respectively. We will make
use of this notation for the remainder of this section.
For the Newtonian limit given by the metric perturbation (3a) this symmetry implies that all
diagonal elements αII are equal, which means that the effective gravitational constant is the same
in all sectors (gI , ϕI). They can thus be rescaled to αII = 1, in analogy to the parameter α in
the standard PPN metric (26). It further follows that also all off-diagonal elements αIJ for I 6= J ,
which determine the Newtonian gravitational force between the different matter types ϕI , must be
equal. Denoting their common value by αIJ = z and using the notation introduced in equation (82)
we thus find
α¯ = Nz , αˆ = 1− z . (83)
We are particularly interested in gravity theories in which the different standard model copies ϕI
mutually repel each other in the Newtonian limit, and in which this repulsive gravitational force
is of equal strength compared to the attractive gravitational force within each matter sector. This
corresponds to the case z = −1. In the following derivation we will keep z arbitrary and discuss
the particular consequences of the value z = −1 later towards the end of this section.
Similar symmetry considerations as for αIJ also apply to all other PPN parameters that appear
in the metric perturbations (3). They are constants carrying 2 or 3 indices and can hence be
written in the form (82). Thus, the diagonal elements are equal for each of the PPN parameters.
By comparison with the measured values (30) in the visible sector I = 1 we then derive the
experimental consistency conditions
γ¯
N
+ γˆ = 1 ,
ψ¯1
N2
+
 
ψ1 +

ψ1 + ψ˜1
N
+ ψˆ1 = 0 , (84)
and analogue expressions for the remaining PPN parameters. Similarly, the gauge conditions
discussed in section IIIC take the form
θ¯
N
+ θˆ = 0 ,
ψ¯1
N2
+
 
ψ1 +

ψ1 + ψ˜1
N
+ ψˆ1 =
ψ¯5
N2
+
 
ψ5 +

ψ5 + ψ˜5
N
+ ψˆ5 . (85)
Using these conditions we can calculate the PPN parameters for the multimetric gravity theory
defined by the action (78). Consistency with the experimentally measured values (30) and the
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Newtonian limit (83) then yields the conditions
c1 =
(2−N)(z − 1)
4(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8) +
13N + 6 + (19N − 6)z
4(z +N − 1) c10
+
1− 3N + (N2 − 2N − 2)z − (2N2 − 5N − 1)z2
4(z − 1)(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) , (86a)
c2 =
(N − 2)(z − 1)
4(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8)−
13N + 6 + (19N − 6)z
4(z +N − 1) c10 +
3−N + (2N − 3)z
4(z − 1)(z +N − 1) , (86b)
c3 =
3N2 − 19N + 14− (13N2 − 28N + 28)z − (2N2 + 9N − 14)z2
6(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) c4
+
(N − 2)(z − 1)(3N − 1 + (2N + 1)z)
12(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) (c6 − c8)
+
19N2 +N + 18 + (39N2 + 36N − 36)z + (38N2 − 37N + 18)z2
12(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) c10
− N
2 + 18N − 15 + (4N2 − 14N + 30)z + (4N2 − 4N − 15)z2
12(z − 1)(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) , (86c)
c5 =
(2−N)(z − 1)(6N − 5 + (N + 5)z)
12(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) (2c4 + c8)
− 6N
2 + 7N − 14 + (19N2 − 28N + 28)z − (N2 − 21N + 14)z2
12(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) c6
+
38N2 − 37N + 18 + (39N2 + 36N − 36)z + (19N2 +N + 18)z2
12(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) c10
− 2N
2 + 3N − 3− (N2 − 2N − 6)z + (2N2 − 5N − 3)z2
12(z − 1)(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) , (86d)
c7 =
(N − 2)(z − 1)(3N − 2 + (N + 2)z)
4(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) (2c4 − c6)
− 3N
2 − 4 + (6N2 − 8N + 8)z − (N2 − 8N + 4)z2
4(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) c8
− 19N
2 − 12N + 12 + (26N2 + 24N − 24)z + (19N2 − 12N + 12)z2
4(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) c10
+
N2 + 7N − 6 + (N2 − 4N + 12)z + (2N2 − 3N − 6)z2
4(z − 1)(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) , (86e)
c9 =
(N − 2)(z − 1)(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
12(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8)
− 19N
2 − 14N − 24 + (24N2 − 48N + 48)z − (19N2 − 62N + 24)z2
12(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) c10
+
N2 + 9N − 12 + (7N2 − 20N + 24)z − (2N2 − 11N + 12)z2
12(z − 1)(z +N − 1)(Nz − z + 1) (86f)
on the parameters c1, . . . , c12 in the multimetric gravity action (78). The full set of PPN parame-
ters for this experimentally consistent gravity theory is displayed in appendix A. Note that these
parameters satisfy the conditions (25), so that there are no preferred-frame effects. This is a con-
sequence of our assumption (ii) that the vacuum solution is given by a set of flat metrics, which
do not single out a preferred frame.
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We now turn our focus from the physics of the solar system, where the dynamics of gravity
is dominated by only a single standard model copy constituting the sun and the planets, to the
cosmological dynamics of our model. The crucial assumption we make in this context is that on
cosmological scales, much larger than the size of structures such as galaxies, the matter content of
the universe can be modeled by a homogeneous and isotropic fluid, which is constituted by equal
amounts of all standard model copies. The latter can be understood as a version of the Copernican
principle, which states that no matter sector is distinguished, and which is also reflected by the
symmetry of the action (78) under permutations of the sectors. From this assumption follows
that the gravitational interaction between the different matter sectors significantly influences the
cosmological dynamics. In the following we study these dynamics and discuss in particular the
case z = −1 in which different standard model copies repel each other.
The assumption of large-scale homogeneity and isotropy implies that on cosmological scales the
metrics must be of Robertson–Walker type,
gI = −(nI)2(t)dt⊗ dt+ (aI)2(t)γαβdxα ⊗ dxβ , (87)
with lapse functions nI(t), scale factors aI(t), and a common purely spatial metric γαβ of constant
curvature k ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and Riemann tensor R(γ)αβγδ = 2kγα[γγδ]β . Moreover, it follows that all
matter is co-moving in the universe rest frame, ~vI = 0. We further assume that we can neglect the
internal energy ΠI = 0 and apply the Copernican principle in the sense that all matter densities
and pressures become equal, ρI = ρ and pI = p. From the symmetry of the action (78) it then
follows that the metrics gI = g, and thus in particular the scale factors aI(t) = a(t) and lapse
functions nI(t) = n(t) become equal. By rescaling the cosmological time t we can then set the
common lapse function to n(t) ≡ 1. For this simple cosmological model the connection difference
tensors SIJ ijk vanish and the gravitational field equations derived from the action (78) reduce to
(c1 + c2)
(
Rab − 1
2
Rgab
)
= 8πTab . (88)
Using the Robertson–Walker form (87) of the metric we then find the cosmological equations of
motion
8πρ = 3(c1 + c2)
(
a˙2
a2
+
k
a2
)
, (89a)
8πp = −(c1 + c2)
(
2
a¨
a
+
a˙2
a2
+
k
a2
)
, (89b)
from which we derive the acceleration equation
a¨
a
= − 4π
3(c1 + c2)
(ρ+ 3p) . (90)
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Using the conditions (86) on the parameters of our multimetric gravity model we find the simple
expression
c1 + c2 =
1
1 + (N − 1)z , (91)
which in the repulsive gravity case z = −1 becomes singular for N = 2 and negative for N ≥ 3. This
reproduces our previous results that repulsive gravity cannot be achieved with a bimetric theory [1]
and that the acceleration (90) becomes positive for N ≥ 3 metrics [2]. The full set of conditions (86)
further reproduces our result that the simple action used in our first cosmological model [2], which
is obtained from the action (78) for c3 = . . . = c12 = 0, is not consistent with experiments,
but consistency can be achieved for non-vanishing values of the parameters c3, . . . , c12, while still
retaining the cosmological acceleration [3]. In summary, we have thus confirmed the consistency
of repulsive gravity models for dark energy with solar system experiments at the post-Newtonian
level.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article we developed an extension of the parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism
to gravity theories with N ≥ 2 standard model copies and a corresponding number of metric
tensors. Our results allow a characterization of multimetric gravity theories by a set of constant
PPN parameters, in analogy to the standard PPN formalism for a single metric. We found that
thirteen parameters are physical and accessible through experiments in the visible matter sector.
The calculated values of these visible PPN parameters can thus be compared to their measured
values obtained from high precision solar system experiments. As an illustrative example with
N = 1 metric we applied our formalism to general relativity and re-calculated its post-Newtonian
limit. We then calculated the post-Newtonian limit of a previously discussed class of multimetric
theories. Comparing our result with the measured PPN parameters we found that a subclass of
these theories is compatible with all tests of post-Newtonian gravity in the solar system. This
in particular applies to repulsive gravity models, in which a repulsive gravitational interaction
between the different standard model copies causes an accelerating expansion of the universe.
The parameters obtained from the standard PPN formalism for theories with a single metric
tensor are closely linked to physical effects, such as preferred-frame effects. We have shown that a
similar interpretation is also possible for the multimetric PPN parameters. We derived conditions
on the PPN parameters which indicate whether the underlying multimetric gravity theory exhibits
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preferred-frame effects. Relations to further physical effects will be examined in future work.
Of particular interest will be the study of conservation laws in multimetric gravity. While local
conservation laws, such as the covariant conservation of the energy-momentum tensor, always exist,
the existence of global conservation laws, such as the conservation of total energy and momentum,
depends on the gravitational background. At the post-Newtonian level their existence or non-
existence can be deduced from the standard PPN parameters. For multimetric gravity we expect
more general conservation laws to hold: while the total energy and momentum may be conserved,
they may be transferred from one matter sector to another, leading to an apparent violation of
energy and momentum conservation.
We finally remark that although we have confirmed the experimental consistency of a class of
multimetric gravity theories, we have not excluded the existence of further viable theories with
different PPN parameters. This is due to the fact that our formalism comprises a larger number
of thirteen visible PPN parameters, compared to ten standard PPN parameters which have been
measured by current experiments. A theory for which the newly introduced PPN parameters van-
ish, while the standard PPN parameters agree with their measured values, is thus experimentally
consistent. Theories in which the three additional parameters take different values may or may
not be experimentally consistent. Further calculations need to show how non-vanishing values of
these parameters would influence the outcomes of current solar system tests of post-Newtonian
gravity, and which bounds we can obtain from current experiments. If it turns out that some
of the newly introduced parameters are still experimentally undetermined, it needs to be studied
which experiments would be necessary for their measurement.
Appendix A: PPN parameters of multimetric repulsive gravity
In this appendix we display the full set of multimetric PPN parameters for the gravity theory
defined by the action (78) under the experimental consistency conditions (86), using the notation
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introduced in (82).
α¯ = Nz , αˆ = 1− z , (A1)
γ¯ = Nz , γˆ = 1− z , (A2)
θ¯ = 0 , θˆ = 0 , (A3)
σ¯+ = −2Nz , σˆ+ = 2(z − 1) , (A4)
σ¯− =
N
2
(1− 4z) , σˆ− = 2(z − 1) , (A5)
ω¯1 = N(5z − 1) , ωˆ1 = 5(1 − z) , (A6)
ω¯2 = N(1− z) , ωˆ2 = z − 1 , (A7)
φ¯p = 2N(4z − 1) , φˆp = 8(1 − z) , (A8)
φ¯Π = 2Nz , φˆΠ = 2(1 − z) , (A9)
ψ¯1 =
N(z − 1)3(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
2(z +N − 1) (c6 − c8 − 2c4)−
19N2(z − 1)3(z + 1)
2(z +N − 1) c10
+
N(z − 1)2(N + 1 + (2N − 1)z)
2(z +N − 1) , (A10a)
 
ψ1 =
(2N − 1)(z − 1)3(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
6(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8) +
19N(2N − 1)(z − 1)3(z + 1)
6(z +N − 1) c10
+ 2(z − 1)2(Nz − z + 1)(c11 + 2c12)
+
(z − 1)(2N2 + 3N − 3 + (8N2 − 13N + 6)z − (4N2 − 10N + 3)z2)
6(z +N − 1) , (A10b)

ψ1 =
(z − 1)3(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
2(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8) +
19N(z − 1)3(z + 1)
2(z +N − 1) c10
− (z − 1)
2(N + 1 + (2N − 1)z)
2(z +N − 1) , (A10c)
ψ˜1 =
(N + 1)(z − 1)3(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
6(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8) +
19N(N + 1)(z − 1)3(z + 1)
6(z +N − 1) c10
− 2(z − 1)2(Nz − z + 1)(c11 + 2c12)
+
(z − 1)(N2 + 3− (5N2 − 7N + 6)z − (2N2 + 7N − 3)z2)
6(z +N − 1) , (A10d)
ψˆ1 =
(z − 1)3(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
2(z +N − 1) (c6 − c8 − 2c4)−
19N(z − 1)3(z + 1)
2(z +N − 1) c10
+
(z − 1)2(N + 1 + (2N − 1)z)
2(z +N − 1) , (A10e)
ψ¯2 = 0 ,
 
ψ2 = 0 ,

ψ2 = 0 , ψ˜2 = 0 , ψˆ2 = 0 , (A11)
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ψ¯3 =
N(z − 1)3(15N − 22− (7N − 22)z)
4(z +N − 1) (c6 − c8 − 2c4)−
19N(z − 1)3(5N + 2 + (7N − 2)z)
4(z +N − 1) c10
+N
5N + 9 + (2N2 + 2N − 27)z − (10N2 + 11N − 27)z2 + (4N − 9)z3
4(z +N − 1) , (A12a)
 
ψ3 =
(z − 1)3(24N2 − 35N − 2− (8N2 − 27N − 2)z)
12(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8)
− (z − 1)
2(152N2 + 29N + 66 + (48N2 + 18N − 132)z − (152N2 + 47N − 66)z2)
12(z +N − 1) c10
+ 4(z − 1)2(Nz − z + 1)(c11 + 2c12)
+
(z − 1)(8N2 + 15N + 3 + (62N2 − 67N − 6)z − (16N2 − 52N − 3)z2
12(z +N − 1) , (A12b)

ψ3 =
(z − 1)3(15N − 22− (7N − 22)z)
4(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8)
− (z − 1)
2(111N + 22 + (16N2 + 6N − 44)z − (117N − 22)z2)
4(z +N − 1) c10
+
(z − 1)(5N + 9 + (8N2 +N − 18)z − (6N − 9)z2)
4(z +N − 1) , (A12c)
ψ˜3 =
(z − 1)3(21N2 − 31N + 2− (13N2 − 39N + 2)z)
12(z + n− 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8)
− (z − 1)
2(133N2 + 37N − 18 + (18N2 − 150N + 36)z − (247N2 − 113N + 18)z2
12(z + n− 1) c10
− 4(z − 1)2(Nz − z + 1)(c11 + 2c12)
+
(z − 1)(N2 + 18N − 3 + (N2 − 29N + 6)z − (26N2 − 11N + 3)z2)
12(z + n− 1) , (A12d)
ψˆ3 =
(z − 1)3(15N − 22− (7N − 22)z)
4(z +N − 1) (c6 − c8 − 2c4)−
19(z − 1)3(5N + 2 + (7N − 2)z)
4(z +N − 1) c10
− (z − 1)
2(5N − 19− (14N − 19)z)
4(z +N − 1) , (A12e)
ψ¯4 = 0 ,
 
ψ4 = 0 ,

ψ4 = 0 , ψ˜4 = 0 , ψˆ4 = 0 , (A13)
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ψ¯5 =
N(z − 1)3(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
2(z +N − 1) (c6 − c8 − 2c4)−
19N2(z − 1)3(z + 1)
2(z +N − 1) c10
+
N(z − 1)(z −N − 1)(Nz − z + 1)
2(z +N − 1) , (A14a)
 
ψ5 =
(2N − 1)(z − 1)3(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
6(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8) +
19N(2N − 1)(z − 1)3(z + 1)
6(z +N − 1) c10
+ 2(z − 1)2(Nz − z + 1)(c11 + 2c12)
+
(z − 1)(2N2 + 3N − 3 + (8N2 − 13N + 6)z − (4N2 − 10N + 3)z2)
6(z +N − 1) , (A14b)

ψ5 =
(z − 1)3(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
2(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8) +
19N(z − 1)3(z + 1)
2(z +N − 1) c10
− (z − 1)(z −N − 1)(Nz − z + 1)
2(z +N − 1) , (A14c)
ψ˜5 =
(N + 1)(z − 1)3(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
6(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8) +
19N(N + 1)(z − 1)3(z + 1)
6(z +N − 1) c10
− 2(z − 1)2(Nz − z + 1)(c11 + 2c12)
− (z − 1)(2N
2 − 3N − 3 + (2N2 −N + 6)z + (2N2 + 4N − 3)z2)
6(z +N − 1) , (A14d)
ψˆ5 =
(z − 1)3(3N − 4− (N − 4)z)
2(z +N − 1) (c6 − c8 − 2c4)−
19N(z − 1)3(z + 1)
2(z +N − 1) c10
+
(z − 1)2(Nz − z + 1)
z +N − 1 , (A14e)
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ψ¯6 =
3N(N − 2)(z − 1)4
4(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8)−
19N(z − 1)3(N + 2 + (3N − 2)z)
4(z +N − 1) c10
+N
N + 5 + (4N − 15)z − (8N2 + 3N − 15)z2 − (2N + 5)z3
4(z +N − 1) , (A15a)
 
ψ6 = −
(z − 1)2(12N2 − 70N + 62 − (55N2 − 142N + 124)z + (13N2 − 72N + 62)z2)
6(z +N − 1) c4
+
(z − 1)2(12N2 − 28N + 20− (13N2 − 58N + 40)z + (13N2 − 30N + 20)z2)
12(z +N − 1) c6
− (z − 1)
2(12N2 − 76N + 68− (61N2 − 154N + 136)z + (13N2 − 78N + 68)z2)
12(z +N − 1) c8
− (z − 1)
2(76N2 − 200N + 48− (105N2 + 18N + 96)z − (247N2 − 218N − 48)z2)
12(z +N − 1) c10
+ 14(z − 1)2(Nz − z + 1)(c11 + c12)
+
(z − 1)(4N2 + 36N − 48 + (49N2 − 119N + 96)z − (26N2 − 83N + 48)z2)
12(z +N − 1) , (A15b)

ψ6 =
(z − 1)2(12N2 − 88N + 98− (55N2 − 178N + 196)z + (13N2 − 90N + 98)z2)
6(z +N − 1) c4
− (z − 1)
2(12N2 − 46N + 56− (13N2 − 94N + 112)z + (13N2 − 48N + 56)z2)
12(z +N − 1) c6
+
(z − 1)2(12N2 − 94N + 104 − (61N2 − 190N + 208)z + (13N2 − 96N + 104)z2)
12(z +N − 1) c8
+
(z − 1)2(76N2 − 410N − 84− (201N2 + 54N − 168)z − (247N2 − 464N + 84)z2)
12(z +N − 1) c10
− 14(z − 1)2(Nz − z + 1)(c11 + c12)
− (z − 1)(4N
2 + 30N − 78 + (N2 − 101N + 156)z − (26N2 − 71N + 78)z2)
12(z +N − 1) , (A15c)
ψ˜6 = −(z − 1)
2(19N2 − 13N − 6 + (6N2 − 50N + 12)z − (57N2 − 63N + 6)z2)
4(z +N − 1) c10
+
3(N − 1)(N − 2)(z − 1)4
4(z +N − 1) (c6 − c8 − 2c4)−
(N − 1)(z − 1)2(N + 5 + (6N − 5)z)
4(z +N − 1) , (A15d)
ψˆ6 =
3(N − 2)(z − 1)4
4(z +N − 1) (2c4 − c6 + c8)−
19(z − 1)3(N + 2 + (3N − 2)z)
4(z +N − 1) c10
− (z − 1)
2(7N − 13− (6N − 13)z)
4(z +N − 1) , (A15e)
ψ¯7 = 0 ,
 
ψ7 = 0 ,

ψ7 = 0 , ψ˜7 = 0 , ψˆ7 = 0 . (A16)
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